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HVDMA, April 24, 2019 

Postal:  
Flats/catalog-shaped mail costs = threat of huge postage increases 
 Although CPI cap has kept postage increases in check since the early 2010s, we’ve 

been in a years-long battle & dispute over the persistent rise of USPS-reported costs 
for catalog-shaped mail but they provide no definitive explanation as to why and 
offer no explanation for the root cause  

 USPS has invested billions in flats mail automation, but there’s been no apparent 
benefit; even worse, the flats automation system has proven to be inefficient. 

 As a result, the postal regulator – PRC – directed USPS to give catalogs +2% more 
than everyone else, effectively making catalogs subsidize other mail types. 

Postal Service reform 
 We’ve been at the fore of a 5-year push for legislative reform for the Postal Service. 

o Bills in the House and Senate that would’ve helped went far in the last 
Congress. 
 The USPS, postal unions, and the mailing industry all largely 

supported both bills – a rare alignment of diverse interests. 
 The groups remain committed to getting a bill passed and working 

together as a coalition. 
 USPS financial woes primarily stem from  

o It having been unfairly burdened by prefunding of healthcare at a rate that has 
no equal elsewhere in government or in the private sector.  
 If not for prefunding, and USPS would have had retained earnings in 

most years since the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act was 
passed in 2006. 

o Also of course, a heavy decline in mail volume in most classes. 
o The decline in catalogs would be less if USPS were to offer a rate discount 

(eg: Growth for Both) 

Without congressional action – and why postal reform is vital: 
o Postage rates will rise dramatically to avoid liquidity problems.  
o Rate increases = forcing mail out of the system 
o Lower volume = a downward spiral, with additional rate hikes 
o Could force a highly unpopular taxpayer bailout. 
o Once mailers leave in greater numbers after a big rate hike, a bailout would 

be hard to avoid. 
Looming threat of huge postage increase for catalog mail: 
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 10-year PRC review calling for sizable and steady postage increases and to 
break the CPI cap. 

 Washington taking Trump task force (largely aimed at his beef with Bezos and 
Wash Post) seriously. 

o Recent hearing – proponents of the TF referred to different treatment for 
“essential” vs. “commercial” mail, meaning that catalog and other direct 
mail would be subject to greater postage increases vs. what they deem to 
be “essential” mail. This would further screw us. 

Sales Taxes (since Supreme Court’s Wayfair decision, June 2018): 
 States have basically been free to impose new laws and regulations covering sales 

tax collections on previously untaxed transactions. 
 There are over 12,000 separate taxing jurisdictions 
 Some have distinct rules or definitions, eg... 

o Tax holidays 
o Definitions of taxable items – eg: a box of chocolates can be classified as a 

food (no-tax) in one district and a gift (taxable) in another 
 The Court’s ruling left small remote businesses reeling because there are such 

extreme complexities. 
 Even worse, some states like MA & NY are seeking retroactive taxation and others 

are giving very short notice to comply with new rules.   
 Your catalog and other mailing clients support fairness between store retail and 

catalog/online retail, but this didn’t come out fairly at all.  
o Store retailers simply apply origin tax in each store locale.  
o But remote sellers must apply destination tax rules, dramatically increasing 

the complexity and cost of compliance. 
 Solution: 

o We need clarifying federal legislation to prevent chaos, economic damage, 
and litigation. 

o It’s a heavy lift because the so-called ‘other side’ won the Supreme Court 
case. They don’t have to do anything. 

o States also are unsympathetic. 
o Compound that with Washington’s state of chaos and getting this on 

legislators’ radar screens is tough, but we keep at it (eg: our day on Cap Hill, 
Apr. 9th) 

Consumer Privacy: 
 CA Consumer Privacy Act? 
 Catalogers, online merchants and other DMers collect customer transaction data not 

only to facilitate direct transactions but also to meet consumer expectations that 
you’ll remember their order history and shipment or billing particulars.  

 CCPA takes effect next January. 
 Here’s how it affects you: 
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o If you have California customers and more than $25,000,000 in worldwide 
revenue or if you buy, sell, or use the personal information of more than 
50,000 California residents, you may have compliance obligations. 

o It will require you to let consumers know what personal information you collect 
before collecting. 

o You will have to provide that personal information to a California consumer 
upon request.  

o You will have to delete that personal information upon request.  
o If you sell consumer personal information, you will have to put a “Do Not Sell My 

Information” button (or something like it) on your website.  
o The California Attorney General can sue for any violation.
o Private class action suits can be filed for a data breach or similar violation. 

ACMA: 
 We know what to do about all these; we have the efficacy, but we don’t have the 

manpower from members and the financing.  

 Right now, we can blunt these issues and keep them from being drawn out, but 
don’t have the member involvement. 

 We’d like to be more aggressive on issues of flats costs, but it’s difficult. We 
could sue the USPS before the PRC. File a complaint case. 

CONTACT: Paul Miller, Vice President & Deputy Director, ACMA, 914-669-8391 
pmiller@catalogmailers.org 


